Reference Tables for Music

Table A

Table B

Order of Flats and Sharps

Time Signatures

Number of beats
per measure.

Type of note that
gets the beat.
(…think “beat
code”.)
Common “Beat Codes”

Table C
Key Signatures & Circle of

5th’s

2=

4=

8=

Other Time Signatures
Common Time (4/4)

Cut Time (2/2)

Table D
Enharmonic Equivalents

E# = F

Fb = E

B# = C Cb = B
*** The notes that share the black keys on the piano
are all Enharmonic Equivalents. ***
Same sound; different name.

Table E

SOFT

LOUD

Labeled Keyboard (w/ Enharmonic Equivalents)

Table F

Table G

Dynamics

The Pyramid of Sound

-

Fortissimo; Very loud.

-

Forte; Loud.

-

Mezzo Forte; Medium loud.

-

Mezzo Piano; Medium soft.

-

Piano; Soft.

-

Pianissimo; Very soft.

-

Crescendo; Gradually increase
volume.

-

Decrescendo; Gradually
decrease volume.

-

Fortepiano; Loud attack then
immediate soft volume.

-

Sforzando; Strong, sudden
accent.
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Table H

Table I

Articulations

Tempo Markings

slurred
Legato:
Connected air
and sound.
Slurred for
valves/keys,‘d’
tongue for
slides.
Tenuto:
Hold note for
full value.
Connected air
and clear
tongue.
Staccato:
Short and
separated by air.
Think “tah”
NOT “TAT”.

Largo -

= 60 bpm
“Broadly; slowly”

‘d’ tongue
Andante -

= 80 bpm

“At an easy, walking pace”
Moderato -

= 100 bpm
“Moderately”

Allegro -

= 120 bpm
“Lively and fast”

Presto -

= 140 bpm

Accented:
Strong front of
the note; release
the air with the
tongue.
Emphasize the
note.
Marcato:
Strong front of
note, with
separated air.
“Short and fat”.

“Very fast”
- The number given is the Beats per
Minute (BPM).
- The note given is that which gets the
beat; quarter, half, and eighth notes are
most common.
** Each tick of the Second Hand on a
clock = 60 BPM. Double that tick = 120
BPM. **
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Table J
Concert Pitch Transpositions
Concert
Pitch
(Flute,
Oboe,
Bassoon,
Trombone,
Baritone,
Tuba,
Mallets)
Bb
(Clarinet,
Bass
Clarinet,
Soprano
Sax, Tenor
Sax,
Trumpet)
Eb
(Alto Sax,
Bari Sax)
F
(French
Horn)

C

C#/Db

D

D#/Eb

E

F

F#/Gb

G

G#/Ab

A

A#/Bb

B

D

D#/Eb

E

F

F#/Gb

G

G#/Ab

A

A#/Bb

B

C

C#/Db

A

A#/Bb

B

C

C#/Db

D

D#/Eb

E

F

F#/Gb

G

G#/Ab

G

G#/Ab

A

A#/Bb

B

C

C#/Db

D

D#/Eb

E

F

F#/Gb

Table K
Misc. Music Markings
Treble Clef

Grace note

Bass Clef

Flat

Breath Mark

Sharp

Fermata

Natural

Repeat

Trill

Measure Repeat

Gliss

1st/2nd Ending

Cesura/ “Railroad Tracks”
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Table L
Rhythm Tree and Counting Syllables
Whole Note
4 beats
(beats 234 held)
Half Note
2 beats
(beats 2 & 4 held)
Quarter Note
1 beat

Eighth Note
½ beat
(+ said as “and”)
Sixteenth Note
¼ beat
(e=“ee”/ a=“uh”)

Dot Rule: a dot adds ½ of the value of the note that it is
attached to.

Rhythm Tree - Alternate Visualization
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Table M
Chord Tuning Tendencies
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What does a practice session look like?
This guide is very general. Your goals and strategies may be different and that’s OK if it works for you—but
the ideas presented here will work IF they are approached with focus.
No matter the length of the session, go in with a specific plan on what you will be attempting to improve.
Practicing without specific goals in mind is like traveling in a foreign country without a map—your odds of
getting where you want to go are significantly smaller.
Don’t be afraid to go over something multiple times. Just because you went slow and then went fast doesn’t
mean it was right. Improving a skill—music or otherwise—is a marathon…not a sprint. It can often take
several days or maybe even weeks to get something where you want it to be.

Less than 30 minutes
Needs to be extremely focused and only work on a few things. This session should be used on days where
there simply are not other options.
2 – 5 minutes

Warm-Up
Depends on how much playing you’ve already done this day. If this is your first playing
or it’s been several hours, slow long tones (with a tuner if possible) followed by some
scales. If you’ve been playing recently (within the last hour and a half), scales, lip slurs,
or more articulate things likes Clarke or arpeggios would be fine.

10 – 15 minutes

Music
Either your class music or an S&E piece. Pick only area—MAYBE two—to work on.
Have a plan of why you’re working this section. Take things piece by piece.

2 – 5 minutes

Run-throughs/review/fun stuff
This is where you will run large chunks of music that you were just working on, large
sections of review from a previous day, or just playing something for fun.

30 to 45 minutes
Should include a good warm-up and can focus on several areas from your music.
5 – 10 minutes

Warm-Up
Should begin with long tone exercises (Remington, 8 up/down, flow studies, etc.) with a
tuner if possible. Brass players should do lip slurs. Some sort of articulation work
(Clarke, arpeggios, scales in certain rhythms). Several scales should be practiced here.

20 – 30 minutes

Music
You should go into this session with several areas for improvement in mind. Think
“big/small/big” when practicing. Play a big chunk, determine what needs to be improved
and how to do it. Then, break it down into smaller pieces to work on individually. Lastly,
put it all back together into big chunks. Repeat this basic process as needed but don’t
rush it! Take things as slow as you need to—just because you play something slow
doesn’t mean it actually got any better. Likewise, if you try one method and it doesn’t
work—try doing it another way.

5 minutes

Run-throughs/review/fun stuff
This is where you will run large chunks of music that you were just working on, large
sections of review from a previous day, or just playing something for fun.

45 – 60 minutes
Should include a very thorough warm-up and, in addition to several areas of music, should work on “big
picture” musical concepts such as tuning, control, range, chromatic fingers, etc. May include a small break
halfway through (no more than 5 minutes—any more than that and you almost have to warm-up again).
10 – 20 minutes

Warm-Up
Similar to 30-45 minute warm-up above but could include more keys.

10 – 20 minutes

Music Concept
This may be thought of as an extension of the warm-up. This is where you will delve in
depth into some basic concept with the idea of later applying it to your performance
music. It could be something like scales (tempo), building range, vibrato, rudimental
practice, etc.

20 – 30 minutes

Music
Same as 30 – 45 minute session as written above. Though not always possible, it would
be best if the music being worked on today was also tied to the music concept worked
on earlier (i.e., if you were working on improving tone in the upper register, try and apply
that concept in your music now).

5 minutes

Run-throughs/review/fun stuff
Same as above but may include a more lengthy review depending on what else was
worked on this specific session.

More than 60 minutes
Depending on how long you plan to practice, this may be best done over two shorter sessions separated by
several hours. With more time, this day of practice should be very detail-oriented and picky.
Session 1 (30 – 45 minutes)
Use warm-up and music concept strategy from 45 – 60 minute session but exploring more keys or
multiple music concepts. Be very picky when practicing here and don’t “settle” for anything less than
what you are striving for.
Session 2 (30 – 45+ minutes)
Should begin with an abbreviated warm-up similar to 30 – 45 minute warm-up and possibly some
review of the music concept worked on earlier in the day. The rest of the session should be spent on
music rehearsal similar to the 45 – 60 minute session but possibly exploring more music. Again—be
very detail-oriented and picky here.
As always—conclude with review or just playing anything you want for fun.

